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Abstract—We study the problem of maintaining group communication between m mobile agents, tracked and helped by n
static networked sensors. We develop algorithms to maintain a
O(lg n)-approximation to the minimum Steiner tree of the mobile
agents such that the maintenance message cost is on average
O(lg n) per each hop an agent moves. The key idea is to extract
a ‘hierarchical well-separated tree (HST)’ on the sensor nodes
such that the tree distance approximates the sensor network hop
distance by a factor of O(lg n). We then prove that maintaining
the subtree of the mobile agents on the HST uses logarithmic
messages per hop movement. With the HST we can also maintain
O(lg n) approximate k-center for the mobile agents with the same
message cost. Both the minimum Steiner tree and the k-center
problems are NP-hard and our algorithms are the first efficient
algorithms for maintaining approximate solutions in a distributed
setting.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper we examine the challenges arising from a
system of embedded static wireless nodes and a set of mobile
agents acting in the same physical space. The agents could
be either mobile robots or human users collaborating on a
task. They do not necessarily have out-of-band communication
channels among them and may have to resort to multi-hop
routing in the static wireless network for inter-communication.
The embedded sensor nodes provide real-time monitoring
of the environment, possibly in-network processing to aid
situation understanding, and interact with the mobile agents
as a supporting infrastructure to help with both coordination
and communication of the agents. This model captures many
real-world scenarios, ranging from robots exploring a space,
mules collecting sensor data, rescue team helping with disaster
relief, etc.
We focus on two specific problems in this framework. The
first is to maintain group communication of the mobile agents,
in particular, a tree spanning the agents for continuous information exchange, decision making and order dissemination.
We denote by the sensor closest to an agent i a proxy node for
i that represents this agent. To reduce communication delay,
the communication tree is preferred to be the minimum Steiner
tree of the proxy nodes in the sensor network, i.e., the tree with
minimum total hops connecting the proxy nodes, possibly by
using other non-proxy nodes as relay. As agent i moves, its
proxy node may hop to a neighboring node. In that case we
will need to update the tree. It is well known that the minimum
Steiner tree is an NP-hard problem [13], therefore we maintain
at best an approximation to it. The objective is to achieve small
update cost with a good approximation ratio to the optimal

minimum Steiner tree.
The second problem we study is the mobile k-center problem, that asks for k sensors as centers such that the maximum
distance from each agent to its closest center is minimized.
These centers naturally lead to spatial clustering or grouping
of the agents, and map to obvious locations for control
centers where information from the agents are aggregated and
disseminated. In another scenario, when the agents need to
physically gather together, the 1-center solution is the meeting
point that minimizes the maximum travel distance. Again the
k-center problem with k as a parameter is NP-hard [13]. We
ask for the efficient maintenance of an approximate solution.
Challenges. There are two fundamental challenges to allow
such coordination and communication between mobile agents.
The first problem is location management, that is, the
tracking and dissemination of the current location of the
agents. In our setting we identify the location of an agent with
its proxy sensor node. Obviously the proxy node is aware of
the agent in its proximity. The difficulty is to inform other
nodes/agents of the current location of an agent. This problem
has been studied extensively in the literature [1], [3], [9], [14].
Although being theoretically intriguing and inspiring, these
schemes are still relatively heavy for real-world systems.
The second challenge is efficient maintenance of approximate minimum Steiner tree or approximate k-center of mobile
agents, as efficient algorithms even in the centralized setting
are lacking. Nothing is known for maintaining α-approximate
minimum Steiner tree when α < 2. The minimum spanning
tree (MST) is a 2-approximation of the minimum Steiner
tree. Yet the maintenance of MST is not efficient even in the
centralized kinetic data structure framework [12] (i.e., when
the moving trajectories of all agents are given) [2], [6]. In
additional the centralized algorithms are very involved with
heavy algorithmic techniques and are not practical. In the
sensor network setting, a scheme called RoamHBA has been
proposed to maintain group communication [8]. RoamHBA
assumes that the current location of all agents are available
(thus requiring a location management scheme as described
above) and uses a heuristic algorithm to generate a tree. There
is no guarantee on either the approximation to the MST nor
the update communication cost when the agents move.
Regarding the k-center problem, the situation is not much
better. In the centralized setting, the only known result is a kinetic algorithm for maintaining a 8-approximate k-center [10].
There is no distributed algorithm for k-center problem.
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Our approach. We first preprocess the sensor network to
extract a hierarchical tree metric H that approximates the
original graph metric by a logarithmic distortion. Now, the
minimum Steiner tree on a tree metric is trivial — it is
simply the connection of edges from all the agents/proxy
nodes to their common ancestor on H. As H is a O(lg n)
approximation of the graph metric G, the minimum Steiner
tree computed on H is a O(lg n) approximation of the MST
on the graph metric G. Similarly, for the k-center problem,
working on a tree is much easier than working with a general
graph metric. One can compute the optimal k-center solution
on H, which is a O(lg n) approximate solution for the kcenter in G. With the preprocessing no location management
is needed for MST and k-center maintenance; the agents are
not aware of the current location of other agents. Thus we
save the communication cost necessary to update and query
for the current agent location.
The tree we extract is a 2-hierarchically well-separated tree
H (2-HST) and it is randomized. Approximating a metric
with probabilistic hierarchical well-separated trees was first
proposed by Bartal [4], [5], with the motivation that many
problems are easier to solve on a tree than on a general graph.
Later, Fakcharoenphol et al. [7] improved the distortion to
O(lg n) for any n node metric and this is tight. This previous
works, however, were for a centralized environment. In an
earlier work of ours [11], we developed a distributed algorithm
to extract a HST in a sensor network setting. In [11], we also
applied the HST to the problem of resource management and
distributed matching. The application of HST on the minimum
Steiner tree and k-center problem, as well as their maintenance
when the agents are mobile, are new results.
In this paper we show that with the tree metric constructed
in the preprocessing phase, we can maintain the MST and the
k-center of the mobile agents with expected communication
cost of O(lg n) for each hop the agents move. We also demonstrate the experimental results for our scheme and compare
with the only previous scheme RoamHBA [8].
II. N ETWORK S ETUP
Our following discussion is based on the assumption of a
static sensor network consisting of n sensor nodes P and m
mobile agents S. Agents are tracked by nearby sensor nodes
called proxy nodes. We assume that every node is aware of
the number of mobile agents, m.
A metric (P, d) has growth rate γ, if for any v ∈ P there
are c1 · rγ−1 ≤ f (r) ≤ c2 · rγ−1 nodes with distance exactly
r from v, for some constant c1 and c2 , c1 ≤ c2 . The doubling
dimension of a metric space (P, d) is the smallest value λ such
that every ball with radius r in P can be covered by λ balls of
radius r/2. The doubling dimension of P is then defined to be
dim(P ) = lg λ. We call a metric to have a constant doubling
dimension if its doubling dimension is bounded by a constant.
It is not hard to see that a metric with bounded growth rate has
constant doubling dimension, by a simple packing argument.
All sensors are uniformly distributed in a planar domain
with nearby nodes directly communicating to each other.

The communication network on the sensors is denoted as
G = (P, E). In our case, the network metric (P, dG ) is the
minimum hop count metric in the sensor network. The vertices
in the metric are the sensor nodes. The distance between two
nodes is the minimum hop count value. In the following when
we mention the “network metric” or the “original metric”, we
mean the minimum hop count metric (P, dG ). We assume that
the minimum hop count metric of the communication graph
has bounded growth rate of 2, and therefore constant doubling
dimension.
III. HST REVIEW
In this section, we review the definition of α-hierarchically
well separated tree (α-HST) and a distributed algorithm to
compute the α-HST for a doubling dimension metric. The
nodes of the HST are the nodes in the sensor network. The
edges of the HST are virtual edges and the weights are
redefined.
Definition 3.1 (α-HST). A rooted weighted tree H is an αHST if the weights of all edges between an internal node and its
children are the same, all root-to-leaf paths have the same hopdistance, and the edge weights along any such path decrease by
a factor of α as we go down the tree.
Fakcharoenphol et al. [7] gives a centralized algorithm to
compute a 2-HST metric dH for an n-point metric (P, dG ).
When we say the “tree metric”, we mean the distance on
the HST and denote it as dH . dH provides a O(lg n)probabilistically approximation on dG , that is, for any u, v ∈
P , dH (u, v) ≥ dG (u, v), and E[dH (u, v)] ≤ O(lg n) ·
dG (u, v), where the expectation is taken over random choices
of the algorithm. The algorithm is as follows: We uniformly
choose a random permutation π : P → {1, 2, . . . , n} of the
nodes from the set of all permutations. We also fix a value
β chosen uniformly from [ 21 , 1). For convenience, B(u, r)
denotes a ball with radius r centered at u, and D represents
the network diameter. For each node u, we compute a O(lg n)dimensional signature vector S(u), where the i-th element in
the vector is S(u)i = arg minv∈B(u,2i β) π(v) for i = 0 to
` = dlg De+1. In other words, each node keeps the node with
the smallest rank among all nodes within distance 2i β. S(u)`
is the node with rank 1 for all nodes u. These signature vectors
define the HST embedding of d. In particular, the leaves are
nodes of P , the level i ancestor of a node u is S(u)i , and
the weights of all edges between level i and level i − 1 is 2i .
Figure 1(a) shows an HST example.
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Fig. 1. (a) An example HST constructed from the algorithm. (b) An example
to show how to get minimal spanning tree on HST for a subset agents.

Since this algorithm is centralized, in [11] we provide
a distributed implementation of the HST construction. The
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algorithm proceeds in a bottom-up fashion and compute the
i-th element of the signature vector for every node in round
i. The simple idea behind this is that, as i increases, only
nodes with small ranks can be nominated and remained in the
next round. The value of β, chosen uniformly at random from
[ 12 , 1), is distributed to all nodes in the network by a single
global flood. Initiatively, every node is a candidate, that is,
P0 = P . In round i + 1, the nodes remaining in Pi flood
the network up to distances 2i+1 β. The flooding packets are
cached at each node receiving these packets until the end of
each round. Then each node u in the network will choose the
node vmin with the lowest rank among all the nodes it receives
in this round, and nominate it as its (i + 1)-th level element
for its signature vector, i.e. S(u)i+1 = vmin .
At the end of the algorithm, each node u keeps a signature
vector Su (k), where Su (i) is u’s i-th level ancestor. This
information is enough for constructing the HST and convenient
for our application.
As the algorithm proceeds, fewer and fewer nodes remain
active though the flooding range increases. Therefore the total
message cost is still near linear. We have proved in [11] the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. For a sensor network with n nodes, the total
communication cost for constructing the 2-HST is O(n lg n)
in expection, and each node uses expected storage space for
O(lg n) node IDs.

on H. Each internal node generates a new counter by adding
up the counters received from its children, and delivers it to its
parent. When the counter value equals m, the corresponding
internal node is the root of the minimal Steiner tree and the
edges of H(S) include all the edges on the path from the
proxy nodes to w. This tree H(S) is actually realized in the
original graph G such that each edge uv in H(S) is replaced
with the shortest path connecting u, v. This gives us a Steiner
tree T (S) in the original metric1 . Figure 1(b) shows the basic
idea of the above algorithm. If the sensor nodes are not aware
of the number of agents m in the network, we can solve this
by sending notification to upper level until the HST root from
the proxy nodes, then tracing back to the child of the lowest
internal node u that gets only one notification from its children.
And this node u is the root of the minimal Steiner tree.
Maintenance under agent motion. When an agent moves
from one node p to a neighboring node q, we update the
minimal Steiner tree on the HST. We only need to update
the paths from p, q to their lowest common ancestor. Both p
and q send a notification upward until their lowest common
ancestor u in H. All the nodes along the path from p to u will
decrease their counters by 1. Any node v with counter 0 will
delete the edge to its parent in the tree. The nodes on the path
from q to u will increase their counter by 1 and add the path
to the Steiner tree H(S) (as well as the Steiner tree T (S) in
the original metric).

For our applications, we list some of the properties of HST
here.
Lemma 3.3 (α-HST properties). Suppose the HST metric
(H, dH ) corresponding to the original metric (P, dG )
1) For any u, v ∈ P , dH (u, v) ≥ dG (u, v) and
E[dH (u, v)] ≤ O(lg n) · dG (u, v).
2) For any u ∈ P , suppose its i-th level ancestor (from
leaf to root) in H is ui . We have dH (ui+1 , ui ) = α ·
dH (ui−1 , ui ).
3) For ∀i, j(1 ≤ i, j ≤ `, ` is the HST height), the distance
between all the nodes in level i and j are of the same
value.
IV. M AINTAINING APPROXIMATE MINIMUM S TEINER TREE
In this section, we have a static wireless sensor network with
node set P . We want to show how to maintain a minimal
Steiner tree for a set of agents S (m = |S| ≤ n = |P |),
which reside on the sensor nodes and may move in the sensor
network. First we compute a 2-HST H for the original metric
network in a distributed way as stated in our previous section.
Each node keeps its ancestors at each level. This process is
implemented at the beginning of our application, and it will
be used for all the following applications.
Compute approximate minimum Steiner tree. The minimum Steiner tree H(S) connecting the agents is simply the
collection of edges that connect them to their lowest common
ancestor in H. In particular, each proxy node sends a counter
with the number of agents residing in that node to its parent
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Fig. 2. 2(a): When a agent moving from p to q, we only repair the paths
from p, q to their lowest common ancestor. 2(b): Suppose p, q have different
common ancestors at level i. The lower rank one is not within distance r
from both p, q.

Performance analysis. Since H approximates the metric in
G with a maximum distortion O(lg n), it is easy to see the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. For a set of agents S , the minimum Steiner tree
T (S) is a O(lg n) approximation for the optimal minimum
Steiner tree M StT (S) in the original graph G.
When an agent moves from p to a neighbor node q, and
their lowest common ancestor w is at level i, the update cost
is O(2i ). In the worst case w can be the root of H and the
update cost is the same as Ω(D), where D is the network
diameter. However, the probability for such expensive update
to happen is small. Specifically, at level i−1, p, q have different
1 T (S) is a logical tree on G and may contain duplicate edges and possible
cycles. One can remove duplicate edges or cut open the cycles to obtain a
real Steiner tree on S in the graph G. This operation will further reduce the
weight of the tree.
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ancestors. The lower rank one is not within distance r = 2i−1 β
from both p, q. See Figure 2(b). By the assumption of bounded
growth rate, the chance for this to happen is O(1/2i ). Thus
the expected update cost is only O(lg n).
Theorem 4.2. For a metric (P, dG ) with bounded growth rate
and a HST H with metric (P, dH ), the expected update cost of
the minimum Steiner tree on H for each hop an agent moves is
bounded by O(lg n).

We show that with the same data structure for maintaining
the minimum Steiner tree on the HST, we also maintain a
O(lg n) approximate solution for k-center problem for any k.
As stated before, each node will keep two types of information:
a pointer to its parent on H and a counter that counts the
total number of agents located in the subtree rooted at this
node. For a set of agents S, the lowest common ancestor u
of S will be a good candidate for the 1-center with a O(lg n)
approximation. To find a good k-center solution, we simply
take the lowest level on the HST such that the number of nodes
with non-zero counter is no greater than k. These nodes are the
k-centers. Again we can show that the approximation ratio is
O(lg n) compared with the optimal k-center of G. The proof
is omitted.

Cost comparison with MST. We generated networks of size
ranging from 400 to 2500, and the agent set size was kept
at 100. We sampled 100 networks for each network size. For
each network, we randomly generated an agent set of size 100
and compute an approximate minimal Steiner tree with our
algorithm. We also computed the shortest path between each
pair in the agent set. Then we had a complete graph G(S).
The vertices were the agent set, and the weight for each edge
was the shortest hop distance in the original network. Now we
computed the minimal spanning tree in this complete graph.
After that, we got a Steiner tree in the original network, whose
total weight is at most twice the cost of the minimum Steiner
tree of S. In our following discussion, we use M ST to denote
the cost of this tree. Figure 3(a) is a minimal spanning tree for
the same input as in Figure 3(b). From Figure 4(a), the cost
Cost compasion between HST and MST
600
HST
500
MST

300
200

Theorem 5.2. The k -center solution in the HST metric gives a
O(lg n) approximation to the optimal k -center in G.
The k-center structure can be used for data aggregation at
these k centers. In particular, each agent sends its data upward
along the HST tree. Internal nodes will take the data from the
subtree, compute the aggregation, and deliver to its parent on
the HST. This way, the information is naturally aggregated
on the internal nodes. The above theorem says that, for each
level of the HST the aggregation result is at a subset of
aggregation nodes, such that the distance from all agents to
these aggregation nodes is not far from the minimum possible.

400

100

500

1000
1500
2000
Network size

The ratio(HST/MST) v.s. log(network size)
2.2
Ratio(HST/MST)

Definition 5.1 (k-center). Given a sensor network with metric
(P, dG ), where dG is taken on the shortest hop distance for any
two node p, q ∈ P in network G, for a set of agents (actually
their proxy nodes) S ⊆ P and an integer k , compute a node set
K = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ak } ⊆ P such that the maximum distance
from any agent to its closest center, maxp∈S mina∈K d(p, a),
is minimized.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3. 3(a): the minimum spanning tree. 3(b): The Steiner tree computed with
our algorithm. 3(c): the Steiner tree computed with RoamHBA. The agents
are in red. The network size is 400, and the agent size is 20.

Cost

V. M AINTAINING APPROXIMATE k- CENTER

1.8
6.5
7
7.5
Log(network size)

8

(a) Cost for different network size (b) Cost ratio for log(network size)
Fig. 4. Cost comparison between HST and MST for different network size
but the agent set size fixed to be 100.

of our algorithm is not far away from the MST case (within
a factor of 2.2). The ratio increases slowly with the network
size. According to Figure 4(b), the approximation ratio almost
linearly depends on lg n.
Now we fixed the network size to be 1000, and the agent
set size ranged from 50 to 400. According to Figure 5(a) and
Cost comparison with different agent size

Ratio(HST/OPT) v.s. Agent size

600

2.6
OPT
HST

Ratio(HST/OPT)

VI. S IMULATION
Cost

500

Approximate minimal Steiner tree construction.√The net√
works were generated by perturbing n nodes of the n × n
grid in the [0, 1]2 unit square, by 2D Gaussian noise of
0.3
standard deviation √
, and connecting two resulting nodes
n
if they are at most √2n apart. Figure 3(b) shows an example
of our algorithm.

2
1.9

1.7
6

2500
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In this section, we implemented the above algorithms in
MATLAB and compared them with existing algorithms. The
cost in our simulation is counted as the hop distance.
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(a) Cost comparison.
(b) Cost ratio.
Fig. 5. The cost comparison between the HST and MST solution, with
different agent set size but the network size fixed to be 1000.

Figure 5(b), the cost ratio between the HST and MST solution
decreases when the number of agents increases.
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HST v.s. OPT solution for k−center

Comparision between RoamHBA and HST
600
HST
RoamHBA

7.4

Update cost

Cost
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Update cost v.s. Log(network size)
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1.45
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(a) Cost comparison.
(b) Cost ratio v.s log(network size)
Fig. 7. Cost comparison between HST and OPT for 1-center, with varied
network size but agent size fixed to be 100.

agents do not need any information about the location of other
nodes. The algorithm is also simple and distributed. This leads
to applications such as maintaining group communication and
aggregation nodes among a set of mobile agents. We would
like to explore more applications of the hierarchical wellseparated tree in the future.
Acknowledgement: The authors would acknowledge the support of NSF CAREER Award CNS-0643687.
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1-center. We generated networks with size from 500 to 2500,
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sampled 100 networks for each network size. We computed the
approximate and optimal solution for 1-center, and compared
them. Figure 7(a) gives the cost comparison. Figure 7(b) shows
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VII. C ONCLUSION
We show in this paper that the hierarchical well-separated
tree, extracted from the underlying network, can be useful in
maintaining O(lg n) approximate solution for the minimum
Steiner tree problem or the k-center problem. In particular, the
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